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WhO aRE WE?

BUSINESSEUROPE is the leading advocate for growth and 
competitiveness at european level, standing up for companies across 
the continent and campaigning on the issues that most influence their 
performance.

a recognised social partner, we speak for all-sized enterprises in 33 
european countries whose national business federations are our direct 
members.

thérèse de Liedekerke
deputy director general

tel. +32 2 237 65 11
t.deliedekerke@businesseurope.eu

BUsinesseUrope
avenue de cortenbergh, 168
1000 Brussels
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Competitiveness first to deliver a better Europe 

europe is at a cross-road and the beginning of this new european political cycle offers a unique 
window of opportunity for the eU and national policy-makers to re-define the priorities for the 
european Union. 

weak growth, persistently high unemployment, which hits young people in particular, 
unsustainable public finances, together with low inflation and geopolitical tensions, raise fears 
of chronical stagnation in the european Union. 

Growth and job creation generated by the private sector are essential to build a better europe. 
excessive costs and unnecessary regulatory and administrative burdens that stall job-creating 
investment have to be addressed.

the streamlined structure of the new commission is a promising basis to tackle the underlying 
causes of europe’s economic and social problems. 

words must urgently be turned into action. 

competitiveness must be at the centre of policy-making if we want to really improve the 
business environment and build a strong and innovative industrial base, with positive spill-
over effects in all economic sectors, and a well-functioning single market for goods and 
services. 

european companies strongly believe in the european Union and want to invest in europe. 
BUsinesseUrope and its members are fully committed to building a proactive europe, with 
an enhanced ability to make bold choices and implement a coherent policy agenda.

we look forward to working constructively with the new european commission as well as 
with the council and the european parliament to devise policies that will fulfil companies and 
citizens aspirations.

fOREWORD

Emma marcegaglia
president of
BUsinesseUrope

markus J. Beyrer
Director General of
BUsinesseUrope
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europe is the most socially minded market economy in the world but our social achievements can only be 
sustained with more growth and more jobs. and yet unemployment, in particular youth unemployment currently 
standing at 21.6%, remains far too high. the only viable way to ensure prosperity is to carry out the reforms that 
will create a virtuous circle between improved competitiveness, higher growth and more job creation.

in the last five years, 6 million jobs have been lost in the european Union, compared to around 1 million in both 
the United states and Japan. moreover, the eU’s share of worldwide foreign direct investment flows fell to 24% 
in 2012 compared to 40% in 2000.  this is undermining future growth and employment prospects. 

president Juncker rightly underlined that “it is mainly companies, not governments or eU institutions that 
create jobs”. in order to invest in europe, companies need a business environment where they can thrive. 

the european Union and member states must put competitiveness first, if we want a brighter future for young 
generations, who are particularly hit by unemployment.

europe is losing ground because: 

• the overall tax burden as a share of GDp in the eU is 50% higher than in the United states and 30% higher 
than in Japan, 

• the average tax wedge on low-income earners is 40% higher in the eU than in both United states and Japan,

• administrative requirements to start a new business are 3 times more burdensome than in competing 
developed economies like the Us,

• energy prices are too high: industrial electricity prices in the eU are more than twice those in the Us and 
russia and 20% higher than in china, and eU industry pays 3 to 4 times higher gas prices than Us, indian or 
russian companies, 

• the eu’s  r&d gap with competitors is widening, with the Us it amounts to $100 billion a year and in 2014 
china shall overrun eU in terms of r&D intensity, following Japan, south Korea and the Us,

• our education and training performance weakens compared to key competitors, which are quickly 
progressing while europe faces structural mismatches between skills provided and skills needs,

• access to finance is constrained, with outstanding loans to companies from euro-area banks having fallen 
by around 10% between the start of 2012 and the end of 2013.

BUsinesseUrope identified ten priorities to improve the investment climate and encourage job-creating 
entrepreneurship. they must be implemented swiftly. 
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10 PRIORItIES for 2014-2019
the European Union will have to put 
competitiveness first and deliver better 
regulation, making bold choices to focus 
on key challenges requiring pan-European 
answers, avoiding issues of lesser 
importance or problems better solved at 
national level, looking outward, addressing 
both the cost and non-cost competitiveness 
implications of policy measures, and applying 
the principle of proportionality.

the European Union will have to 
further develop its Single market, 
paying special attention to the issues 
with the biggest impact for future 
economic and social development 
such as legal fragmentation 
undermining in particular the full 
development of the digital economy, 
unjustified discrepancies in 
companies’ access to finance across 
the EU, missing infrastructure links, 
or shortcomings in implementation 
of the services directive.

the European Union will have to 
secure improved access to worldwide 
markets, accelerating its external 
trade agenda in a spirit of reciprocity, 
through elimination of tariffs and non-
tariff barriers, enhanced regulatory 
coherence and regulatory cooperation, 
simplification of trade procedures, 
promotion of investment-friendly
environments, ensuring that trade-
restrictive practices in third markets 
are effectively addressed. A set of rules 
that efficiently address unfair trading 
practices is also important to ensure 
balance and fairness in the markets.

the European Union will have to 
ensure the smooth functioning 
of the EmU, underpinning its 
structure and keeping Member 
States to their commitment to 
deliver necessary structural 
reforms as well as strengthening 
public finances through reductions 
in public expenditures that 
prioritise investment, rather than 
tax increases.

the European Union will have 
to improve access to finance for 
companies, particularly SMEs, by 
implementing the Banking Union, 
and combining it with balanced 
prudential regulation that eliminates 
fragmentations in the EU financial 
market, strengthens stability and 
improve the lending capacity of banks. 
At the same time, we must unlock 
alternatives to bank lending including 
equity venture capital, corporate bonds 
and crowdfunding, and make better 
use of EU budget and EIB resources.
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the European Union will 
need better governance, 
and the new structure of the 
European Commission will 
have to deliver efficient tools 
to ensure full consistency 
in EU policies, monitoring 
the progress made in 
reducing the gap with key 
competitors in areas of 
strategic importance such 
as energy prices, business 
profit margins, total labour 
costs, productivity, overall 
levies and tax weight, 
regulatory burden, etc.
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the European Union will have to 
strengthen its industrial base,
and fully embrace the goal of 
generating at least 20% of its GDP 
in industry by 2020 because this will 
have positive spill-over employment 
and growth effects across all 
sectors of the economy, including 
services.

the European Union will have 
to encourage modernisation of 
labour markets, education and 
training and social protection, 
in order to remove obstacles 
to job creation, address skills 
mismatches, facilitate the 
integration of new labour market 
entrants, and boost professional 
and geographical mobility.

the European Union will have to take resolute actions to 
achieve competitive prices and guaranteed access to energy, 
by developing energy infrastructure and interconnection of 
cross-border networks to complete the energy single market 
and by fostering a balanced international climate agreement 
while securing that the EU does not end up as a lone front-
runner, putting the EU Emission Trading Scheme as the only EU 
instrument for decarbonisation, ensuring proper compensations 
for industries exposed to global competition and diversifying 
Europe’s energy sources both domestically and externally.

the European Union will have to regain global 
innovation leadership, scaling up investment 
in R&D combined with a more qualitative 
approach, building a true culture of innovation 
and science-based policy making, encouraging 
reasonable management of risk rather than 
over-playing the pre-cautionary principle, 
removing obstacles to commercialisation of 
research results, building innovation clusters 
and networks between companies and research 
institutes, enhancing the regulatory framework 
supporting innovation and streamlining the 
jungle of EU funding mechanisms.
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10 aCtIONS to Be taKen 
DUrinG the first year
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01

02

03

04

05

Swiftly put in place 
the new structure of 
the EU Commission 
to better coordinate 
the actions of all 
Commissioners 
and truly prioritise 
competitiveness in 
all new EU proposals 
from day one.

Present the 
announced European 
investment plan, 
making sure that it 
improves access to 
finance for companies 
and, at the same 
time, ensure proper 
implementation of the 
agreed mechanisms of 
the Banking Union.

Fully embrace the 
objective of generating 
at least 20% of EU 
GDP in industry by 
2020 and define an 
effective roadmap 
to deliver the EU 
Council decision to 
mainstream industrial 
competitiveness in all 
EU policies.

Present a flexible 
EU 2030 energy and 
climate legislative 
package, adaptable 
to the outcome of 
the international 
negotiations in Paris 
in 2015, and reform 
the post-2020 EU 
emissions trading 
system to establish ETS 
as the only instrument 
for decarbonisation of 
industry.

Work towards the conclusion of 
an ambitious TTIP agreement 
addressing both tariffs and 
non-tariff barriers, including 
export restrictions, promoting 
regulatory cooperation, state-
of-the-art investment protection 
and delivering fair access to 
public procurement markets at 
federal and state levels.
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businesseurope urges the new european commission to work 
closely with the european parliament, the council and all member 
states to deliver the ten following key measures during the first year:

06 07

08

09

10
Follow on the review of 
the Europe 2020 strategy 
to produce a focused 
and streamlined process 
of economic policy 
coordination followed by 
real implementation of 
growth-enhancing reforms 
in Member States.

Strike the right 
balance between 
protection of citizens’ 
privacy and free flow 
of data when defining 
the long-term strategy 
for the digital single 
market to enable 
Europe leveraging 
the huge potential 
stemming from the 
use of big data.

Build consensus on a 
European framework for 
national labour market 
reforms based on the 
Council principles on 
flexicurity and underpin this 
consensus with a reform-
friendly approach to EU 
employment and social 
policies aimed at increasing 
growth and job creation.

Deliver without delay 
the better regulation 
agenda through 
evidence-based policy- 
making, and improved 
ex-ante and ex-post 
impact assessment, 
taking into account the 
cumulative effect of 
legislation.

Spell out the overall 
vision of where to 
take the EU by 2020 
in a coherent multi-
annual agenda which 
clearly prioritises 
competitiveness, growth 
and employment.
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BEttER GOVERNaNCE tO GUaRaNtEE  
SWIft aND CONSIStENt aCtION1
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vital steps were taken in laying the foundation for competitiveness 
mainstreaming in all eu policies in 2014. the spring european 
council agreed on the broad principles. it requires a change in 
european governance and its decision-making processes as well 
as structural reorganisation of eu institutions. president juncker’s 
political guidelines for the next commission and the structure of the 
new european commission are a promising basis. strong signals 
must be given rapidly to show that words are turned into actions.

faCtS

Japan india
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• the eu commission new internal governance tools have to be fully mobilised to guarantee real 
competitiveness mainstreaming in all eU policies at an early stage and lead to systematic, early-
stage prioritisation of competitiveness under the strong leadership of the president, supported 
by the first Vice-president and all the Vice-presidents’ work to improve coordination among all 
commissioners. 

• the council will have to act as a watchdog of competitiveness. having set the scene in march 2014, 
the eU council will have to monitor progress annually at each spring eU council meeting, based 
on reports from the european commission and the competitiveness council. the competitiveness 
council will have to become a real guardian of competitiveness, discussing and vetoing eU initiatives 
that may undermine the competitiveness of industry, ensuring that other council formations 
recognise the necessity of considering the impact of new policy initiatives on competitiveness, and 
speaking up on all important topics for competitiveness, with the support of a strengthened high 
Level Group on competitiveness and Growth.

• the european union will have to improve its impact assessments by allowing stakeholders to 
address shortcomings and by creating an independent board at the eU level to systematically 
review impact assessments of all new eU proposals and subsequent amendments, reinforcing the 
credibility of the exercise. concerning new legislative initiatives, competitiveness proofing, including 
the sme test, must become an integral part of ex-ante impact assessment and the cumulative effect 
of regulation should be measured, taking due account of international comparisons.

• the european union will have to deliver on its promise of better regulation by setting a new eU 
regulatory reduction target. this target must be a net target, off-setting regulatory costs due to new 
legislation by reductions in existing regulatory costs. in addition to implementing the regulatory 
fitness and performance programme (refit), the inconsistent, excessively burdensome or obsolete 
rules identified through ex-post evaluation of eU rules will have to be swiftly removed. 

• member states will have to mainstream competitiveness at national level too, by improving the 
implementation of agreed country-specific recommendations, by avoiding gold-plating when 
transposing eU legislation, and by implementing the small Business act to improve the business 
environment.

• the eu budget will have to be further re-oriented towards competitiveness by optimising the 
synergies between eU and eiB programmes as well as eU and national resources under the current 
multi-annual financial framework (mff). moreover, the means allocated to jobs, growth and 
competitiveness programmes during the mff mid-term review must be further strengthened.

aCtIONS
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a StRONG INDUStRIaL BaSE WIth
SPILL-OVER EffECtS IN aLL SECtORS2
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since 2008, european manufacturing production has declined by 
12.4% and 3.8 million industrial jobs have been lost in europe. in 
2013 alone, the share of manufacturing in gdp lost one percentage 
point, decreasing to 15.1%. this is a major threat to future growth 
and job prospects in all economic sectors, including services.

faCtS
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• the european union will have to implement a coherent industrial policy approach to 
create a stronger industrial base. this is essential to enhance the european growth 
potential and boost employment. the march european council conclusions constitute a 
positive step towards this and the forthcoming commission industrial policy roadmap will 
have to put that in practice. 

• the european council will have to embrace the goal to reach at least 20% of eu gdp 
generated by industry by 2020, as proposed by the commission, and make the necessary 
eU governance changes to bridge the gap between good competitiveness intentions and 
real actions.

• the european union will have to better enable the integration of european industrial 
firms in global value chains and encourage, rather than fear their internationalisation. 
this will allow european companies to compete better in the global economy and improve 
the attractiveness of europe as a place to invest, bring benefits to european society as a 
whole.

• the european union will have to focus on forging stronger synergies between 
manufacturing and services supporting the competitiveness of services that are of the 
utmost importance to industry. 

• the european commission will have to reinforce its work on industrial sectors with a 
growth potential which are facing competitiveness challenges. sectorial analyses are of 
great importance in the promotion of optimal framework conditions for competitiveness.

13
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PRIORItISE COmPEtItIVE PRICES 
& GUaRaNtEED aCCESS tO ENERGy3

trend in industrial electricity prices (e cents/kwh)

14

the eu’s energy and climate policy has to be aligned with its 
industrial ambitions. high energy prices have a significant impact 
on europe’s international competitiveness and the viability of the 
entire european industrial value chain.  this is a major issue for 
the 52 million people whose job directly or indirectly depends on 
industrial production.

faCtS
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• the european union will have to improve the balance of the 2030 energy and climate package 
and ensure that competitiveness, security of supply and climate objectives are on an equal 
footing. while advocating an ambitious international climate agreement, the eU should take 
the final decision on the 2030 legislative package taking into account the results of the United 
nations climate conference in paris in 2015. this will allow adaptations in the light of other major 
economies’ commitments without delaying significantly the adoption of eU’s 2030 energy and 
climate legislation. 

• the european union will have to reform the eu emissions trading scheme post-2020 
establishing ets as the only eU instrument for decarbonisation of industry.  the new commission 
should propose a full reform package including a legislative proposal for a carbon leakage regime 
addressing both direct and indirect costs and incorporating the current market stability proposal. 
it is essential that the most co2-efficient installations at risk of carbon leakage do not face 
additional carbon costs.

• the european union will have to ensure proper implementation of the energy and environment 
state aids guidelines until an eU-level compensation scheme for decarbonisation policies is 
adopted, minimising distortions of competition within the single market, and at the same time, 
permitting measures that fully offset the cost impacts of decarbonisation policies on energy-
intensive sectors. this new regime must ensure the timely phasing-out of national support 
schemes for mature renewable energy technologies.

• the european union will have to pursue a determined energy security strategy by diversifying 
energy sources both domestically and internationally. energy efficiency is critical and requires 
continued investments, in particular in the building sector, but it is not enough. europe should 
develop all energy sources, including potentially highly advantageous unconventional sources 
such as shale gas. internationally, the eU should use trade agreements to develop new and more 
trustworthy sources. 

• the european commission will have to accelerate the creation of a truly open single market 
for energy for all 28 eu member states, deepening the integration and liberalisation of energy 
markets and fostering the development of energy infrastructures and interconnection of cross-
border networks and therefore giving europe access to new secure energy sources.

aCtIONS
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BUILDING thE DIGItaL ECONOmy & taCkLING SINGLE
maRkEt fRaGmENtatION IN StRatEGIC aREaS4
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the single market has helped create almost 3 million new jobs 
and added some 5% in income per european citizen since 1992. 
but companies are still struggling with obstacles to cross-border 
business. further progress in integrating the single market is 
essential for growth and jobs. in many cases, this can be achieved 
through better implementation and enforcement of existing 
eu rules, legislating only when it is truly necessary. however, 
improving the single market also requires removing unnecessary 
administrative burdens, dealing with legal fragmentation to 
increase legal certainty, and investing in transport, energy and it 
infrastructure and boosting the development of the digital economy.

faCtS
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BUILDING thE DIGItaL ECONOmy & taCkLING SINGLE
maRkEt fRaGmENtatION IN StRatEGIC aREaS

aCtIONS

• the european union will have to facilitate the digitalisation of its economy. all new 
european policy measures will therefore also have to be considered from the perspective 
of their ability to encourage or stand in the way of this digitalisation. fragmentation 
concerning Vat treatment in e-commerce, consumer and data protection has to be tackled.  
to enable big data use and innovation, the eU framework must strike the right balance 
between consumer protection and legitimate use of data by business, have workable “right 
to be forgotten” provisions, and be backed by an effective one-stop-shop system. 

• the european union will have to foster investment in infrastructure and networks as part 
of the € 300 billion public and private investment plan, taking into account that companies 
need a stable and innovation-friendly regulatory environment which sets the right 
incentives to invest, encouraging public-private partnerships, and making full use of both 
the connecting europe facility and project bonds.

• the european union will have to boost cross-border services through better 
implementation of the 2006 services directive, removing discriminatory requirements such 
as residence conditions or economic needs tests as well as remaining obstacles outside the 
remit of the services directive such as strains on company mobility and conflicting national 
standards, improving recognition of professional qualifications and reducing regulated 
professions, investing in points of single contact, etc. in addition, the eU should swiftly 
adopt the 4th railway and single european sky 2+ packages as the cost and efficiency of 
transport services directly affect industry and the competitiveness of european companies.

• the european union will have to release untapped potential for goods removing national 
requirements on product or testing such as mandatory registers, developing a more 
concerted market-surveillance system across europe with stronger controls at all external 
borders, balanced application of the precautionary principle and good quality market-
relevant standards, which remain voluntary and take into account internationally accepted 
standards. this must be achieved whilst maintaining a clear, stable and predictable 
regulatory framework.

17
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ImPROVING aCCESS tO WORLDWIDE maRkEtS 
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the relative decline of europe’s share in world trade undermines 
employment. one european job out of ten depends on exports. 
concluding ambitious trade agreements with strategic partner 
countries is essential for the prosperity of european citizens.
the transatlantic trade and investment  partnership (ttip) alone is 
expected to lead to a gain of € 545 a year for an average european 
household, boosting the eu economy by € 120 billion annually and 
create 1.3 million additional eu jobs over 10 years. 

faCtS
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• the european union will have to deliver an ambitious and comprehensive ttip agreement addressing 
both tariffs and non-tariff barriers. full duty elimination, regulatory convergence and coherence 
through increased cooperation, fair and equal access to public procurement markets, lifting of all 
export restrictions on energy and raw materials, simplification of customs procedures and including 
a state-of-the-art mechanism to protect investment are among the key business priorities. ttip will 
potentially lead to the establishment of world-class rules and standards in a number of areas including 
product safety, environment, social, investment or public procurement that can later be uptaken in 
other bilateral and multilateral agreements. 

• the european union will have to negotiate a high-standard agreement with japan, removing existing 
barriers to trade and including forward-looking mechanisms to prevent the risk of future barriers in a 
number of areas including standards, public procurement, services or investment and facilitate an on-
going dialogue between public authorities as well as business on both sides.

• the european union will have to promote the economic development and political stability in the 
eastern partnership countries. the implementation of the Deep and comprehensive free trade 
agreements will improve the overall business climate and stimulate bilateral investment, enhancing 
economic and social cohesion and closer ties with the eU. in parallel we should maintain the dialogue 
open with russia, an important economic and political player in the region.

• the european union will have to effectively improve access to emerging economies’ markets. the eU 
is currently negotiating with major emerging economies such as china or india or mercosur. these 
are important markets and we must not abandon our efforts to improve access conditions for our 
companies, exploring creative ways to solve long-standing problems addressing tariffs as well as non-
tariff barriers and ensuring a high level of protection for investment. at the same time, the eU should 
monitor the implementation of trade agreements concluded with Latin america and strengthen its 
relations with african countries by completing economic partnership agreements. 

• the european union will have to continue to support wto’s role as a guardian of free trade, ensuring 
the effective implementation of the “Bali package” in particular the trade facilitation agreement, 
at the same time trying to reach a deal on the outstanding Doha issues. the wto should be in the 
forefront of liberalisation, developing an effective response to a changing trade environment, including 
for services. 

• the european union will have to work towards more open and fairer trading conditions. ensuring the 
eU market access strategy effectively deals with trade and investment restrictions in third markets 
and properly monitors the implementation of existing bilateral agreements, at the same time putting in 
place reliable, effective and updated trade defence instruments to fight third countries’ unfair trading 
practices. 

aCtIONS
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BUILDING ON thE PROGRESS maDE 
tO fURthER ImPROVE thE EmU6
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assessment of businesseurope member federations on member 
states efforts to implement recommendations

euro-area gdp could be up to 6% higher after ten years if member 
states adopt reform measures to halve the gap vis-à-vis the 
three best performing member states. higher growth is needed 
to guarantee sustainable fiscal consolidation and to create jobs. 
however, at the same time, growth will not take place unless 
business and consumers have confidence in the sustainability of 
public finances. fiscal consolidation and growth-enhancing reforms 
must go hand-in-hand. 
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aCtIONS

• the european union will have to step up structural reforms and better implement 
country-specific recommendations making progress towards the reinforcement of the 
economic and monetary Union. commission and council’s reform objectives generally 
focus on the right issues. however, only 23% of the 150 recommendations are properly 
implemented. the development of contractual arrangements and associated solidarity 
mechanisms have the potential to strengthen the eU’s role in encouraging necessary 
reforms and fiscal consolidation, provided they are linked to reform implementation 
and do not lead to an increase in the overall tax burden in the euro area. to be effective, 
funds provided through emU solidarity mechanisms should be targeted, temporary and 
conditional on the delivery of reforms. 

• the european union will have to further strengthen macro-economic and financial 
stability. the stability and Growth pact should be fully respected, using the flexibility built 
in the current rules to put in place bold structural reforms. fiscal consolidation has relied 
too heavily on tax increases in many member states. the focus must now be shifted to 
smart public expenditure reductions, which prioritise investment.

• european union will have to optimise the use of eu funds for competitiveness, growth 
and employment when implementing the agreed multiannual financial framework. the 
ongoing review of the europe 2020 strategy and the mid-term review of the eU budget in 
2016 must both be used to further focus the eU on improving competitiveness, growth and 
jobs.

• the european union will have to ensure that eu tax measures do not undermine 
competitiveness and withdraw harmful initiatives such as the financial transaction tax. 
the eU should continue to take forward proposals for a common consolidated corporate 
tax basis (ccctB) provided it is voluntary and fully respect national competences on 
corporate tax rates. 

21
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mODERNISING LaBOUR maRkEtS, EDUCatION
& SOCIaL PROtECtION tO CREatE mORE JOBS7

22

europe accounts for 40% of global public expenditures in social 
protection with only 7% of the world population and 20% of global 
gdp. yet, it has not yet gone back to pre-crisis employment levels, 
contrary to the united states. poverty is rising and many european 
countries suffer from chronically high unemployment, co-existing 
with unfilled job vacancies. the social systems we have built are 
under pressure and need to be modernised. the only viable way 
to eradicate poverty, reduce unemployment and ensure pension 
sustainability is to carry out necessary labour market, education 
and social protection reforms to create a virtuous circle between 
improved competitiveness, higher growth and more job creation.

faCtS
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mODERNISING LaBOUR maRkEtS, EDUCatION
& SOCIaL PROtECtION tO CREatE mORE JOBS

• the european union will have to facilitate job creation. the main responsibility for reforming labour markets lies with 
the member states. the key challenges are to remove unnecessary legal or administrative constraints to recruitment, 
address the causes of excessively high total labour costs due to taxes and levies on labour, and take a positive approach 
to flexible forms of work, which are a stepping stone into employment for many new labour market entrants. the 
european Union must make sure that member states live up to their commitment and implement the country-specific 
recommendations, using the instruments of the european semester. furthermore, the european Union must avoid 
proposing any new eU legislation that would undermine job creation and remove over-burdensome requirements from 
existing eU legislation. for example, the working time directive should take into account the distinctive nature of on-call 
time and avoid imposing further constraints hampering companies’ capacity to adapt working time to the economic cycle. 

• the european union will have to modernise education and training, with well-functioning general schools, state-of-the 
-art apprenticeship, resource-efficient training inside and outside companies helping employees to up-grade their skills 
throughout their working life in accordance with labour market needs. the eU will have to promote a more efficient use 
of both public and private resources spent in education, foster entrepreneurship from the earliest stages of education, 
develop a coherent eU strategy on digital learning and ensure that eU-level tools for the transparency and recognition of 
qualifications put more emphasis on improving learning outcomes at all levels of education and training.

• the european union will have to increase mobility both within member states and across national borders, fully applying 
the posting of workers directive which does not need to be revised since a new enforcement directive has just been 
adopted, as well as regulation 883/04 on the coordination of national social security systems. in addition, the european 
Union should promote the learning of foreign languages and further develop the eU jobs network eUres.

• the european union will have to improve the sustainability of pensions, using the open method of coordination and 
relying on existing eU instruments to monitor the progress made in tackling potential sources of macro-economic 
imbalances with harmful effects across the european Union. the eU should also ensure that the ongoing revision of the 
directive on institutions for occupational retirement provision – iorp - supports further development of the internal 
market without undermining the cost-effective provision of occupational pensions by employers. 

• the european union will have to respect the autonomy of the social dialogue, and avoid initiatives that interfere with 
national negotiating competences or proposals undermining agreements negotiated by the social partners at eU level. 
for example, the current commission’s study on the agreement on harassment and violence at work must respect social 
partners’ responsibility to implement agreements.

• the european union will have to reward corporate social responsibility (csr), by leaving the necessary room to voluntary 
initiatives going beyond legal and contractual obligations which are an essential laboratory for social innovation rather 
than seeking to impose standards and one-size-fits-all solutions. in its future csr strategy, the eU should take clear 
steps to move away from a negative compliance-driven approach, and engage with the business community as partner.

• the european union will have to develop a credible approach to immigration, taking into account labour market needs 
in a context of rapid demographic ageing and reconcile the benefits of a diverse workforce with legitimate aspirations to 
secure europe’s borders and tackle with irregular migration.

23
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ImPROVE aCCESS tO fINaNCE 
tO StRENGthEN thE RECOVERy8
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access to finance is vital for companies, growth and job creation. 
lending costs vary substantially across europe. small firms without 
collateral have to pay substantially higher rates or do not have 
access to credit. while a small business looking for a one-year loan 
will typically pay little over 2% in germany, belgium or austria, this 
compares to around 5% in spain, over 6% in portugal, if the loan 
request is accepted, and much higher in greece. this delays the 
recovery and requires urgent action. 

faCtS
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• the european union will have to urgently implement the banking union in order to reduce financial 
fragmentation and increase the affordability of financing for companies throughout europe. following 
the conclusion of the ecB/eBa asset quality review and stress tests, we hope to see a strongly 
capitalised eU banking system which, supported by single supervisory and resolution mechanisms, 
provides affordable lending to eU companies and is no longer a source of instability for public finances. 
to ensure that the risk of moral hazard is minimised and that there are strict limits to the use of the 
fund, bail-in must always be the primary source of resolution financing. recognising the importance of 
credibly guaranteed deposits, which take account of the issue of moral hazard, the european business 
community welcomes the current proposal on deposit guarantee in the eU 28. 

• the european union will have to make sure that prudential regulation of financial services strikes 
the right balance between strengthening financial stability and ensuring that firms have access to 
affordable finances. this means closely monitoring the impacts of capital requirements regulation on 
affordability, and properly assessing the potential impact on lending of forthcoming liquidity rules as 
well as rules covering insurance companies and pension institutions.

• the european union will have to build a real capital market union developing complementary sources 
of finances to bank lending, which is currently  three times higher in the eU than in the United states, 
and encourage venture capital, equity and smaller bond issuance (including through appropriately 
regulated crowdfunding), and restore confidence in securitisation, within a properly regulated 
environment.

• the european union will have to promote tax systems which support long-term investment and 
withdraw harmful proposals such as the financial transaction tax as it could lead to a 2% fall in 
company investment. 

• the european union will have to ensure public funds leverage private investment and optimise the 
use of eU funds when implementing the multi-annual financial framework for 2014 to 2020, taking 
forward european investment Bank schemes such as eU project bonds and improving synergies among 
european public development banks, making sure that credit effectively reaches the real economy. 
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REGaIN GLOBaL INNOVatION LEaDERShIP9
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europe’s prosperity is based on high added value products and 
services. it largely depends on our innovation capacity. every 
second nobel prize in sciences goes to a european but only 27.5% 
of all patent applications come from european companies and 
europe produces only 15.9% of all high-tech exports. if we create 
the right conditions to invest more in innovation and move away 
from a purely quantitative approach, taking a more qualitative 
approach of innovation, we can regain the ground lost.

faCtS
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• european union will have to build a true culture of innovation, encouraging reasonable risk-taking 
rather than over-playing the precautionary principle by ensuring that its application is based on solid 
scientific evidence, by balancing it with an “innovation principle” that aims at thoroughly assessing 
the impact of initiatives on innovation and by aligning with education to bridge skills gap and increase 
number of students in science and technology. 

• the european union will have to maintain and strengthen the role of the chief scientific adviser in the 
eU commission, with adequate resources and clear mandate, who will guarantee a more important 
role for scientific and technological evidence in the political process, as well as a strong consideration 
of the impact on innovation in policy processes.

• the european union will have to support stronger collaboration between industry, universities, public 
research institutes through innovation clusters and networks, with a view to pooling together skills, 
know-how and funding for commercialisation of innovations in a pre-competitive phase and maximising 
spill-over effects between front runners (highly innovative and internationalised companies) and other 
companies with lower innovation performance through integration in global value chains.

• the european union will have to implement a comprehensive and enabling framework for intellectual 
property that is responsive to the challenge of the acceleration of technological progress as well as 
a strategic vision from the side of eU policy-makers including the Unitary patent, the directive on 
trade secrets, the future trade mark system and adequate intellectual property protection clauses in 
international trade agreements. it should protect ip rights while ensuring innovation and new business 
models and economic growth, so that businesses are not subject to red tape or too much bureaucracy. 

• the european union will have to ensure that the gap between research and market deployment of new 
products and services is bridged and supported by adequate funding and an appropriate regulatory 
environment. innovative models are a key element of the future of research and innovation policy and 
should focus on close-to-market activities, which can help commercialise the results. the funding 
aspect is crucial and beside boosting investment, along with an increased efficiency and quality of 
spending. 

• the european union will have to optimise the use of existing eu innovation funds, making full use of 
horizon 2020, Joint technology initiatives and strengthening the venture capital facility and other risk- 
sharing facilities of the eiB group to enable access to finance to all-sized enterprises.

• european companies count on the new european leaders to adopt and implement swiftly the necessary 
measures to improve competitiveness. focusing on competitiveness is the only way to increase 
investment, growth and employment in europe and fulfil citizens’ aspirations for a better europe.

aCtIONS
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BUsinesseUrope is the LeaDinG aDVocate for Growth anD competitiVeness 
at eUropean LeVeL, stanDinG Up for companies across the continent anD 
campaiGninG on the issUes that most infLUence their performance. 
a recoGniseD sociaL partner, we speaK for aLL-siZeD enterprises in 33 eUropean 
coUntries whose nationaL BUsiness feDerations are oUr Direct memBers.
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